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Abstract 

Intersections are places with a high probability of accidents. In Austria 2006 the most car 
accidents happen on intersections. The reasons for accidents on intersections are widely 
ranged and go from maladjusted speed and inattentiveness to inappropriate communication 
with other road user.  

In order to have a closer look on the reasons of accidents and to prepare possible solutions 
some questions can be raised: What kind of behaviour and communication of car drivers is 
possible approaching an intersection? What kind of mistakes could happen? What is the 
preferred/planned behaviour with regard to speed, raised attentiveness or communication 
process of a car driver before an intersection in order to avoid accidents? How could 
mistakes be avoided from an infrastructure point of view? 

Answers to these question are given with the help of the results of a driving behaviour 
observation study which was carried out in Vienna. The observations were based on the 
"Viennese driving test" in which a standardised and a free observer look at the driving 
behaviour. 109 test persons were observed on a 40 minutes ride within build-up areas and 
motorway sections. During these rides many different kind of intersections (intersections 
with and without traffic lights and zebra crossings, different give-way situations etc.) where 
crossed. Three special intersections we are selected for a more precise analyses.  

Based on the experiences and results from the driving behaviour study also possible solution 
for the improvement of intersections will be given 

Introduction 

Intersections are places with a high probability of accidents. In Austria 2006 the most car 
accidents happen on intersections. The reasons for accidents on intersections are widely 
ranged and go from maladjusted speed and inattentiveness to inappropriate communication 
with other road user.  

Method 

The driving observations were carried out in the frame of an validation study of a traffic 
psychological assessment. In Austria, there is a large number of reasons why the lawmakers 
may require a traffic psychological assessment. The most common reason is when a person 
loses his/her driving licence because of drunken driving or driving under the influence of 
drugs. Besides, a traffic psychological assessment will be obligatory for anyone asking for an 
upgrade of his/her driving licence to include bus driving (category D). Using the traffic 
psychological assessment, his/her psychophysical abilities as well as his/her preparedness 
and ability to cope with traffic will be tested by means of computer-tests and an exploration 
interview. Having obtained the overall performance results of the test person the traffic 
psychologist will decide whether the driver will be returned the driving licence or whether the 
licence upgrading for driving a bus shall be approved.  
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In order to carry out the validation of a traffic psychological assessment 109 persons were 
tested in a traffic psychological assessment followed by a traffic behaviour observation 
(“Wiener Fahrprobe” = “Vienna driving test") in 2004. The results were the basis for 
statements concerning the test persons' expected traffic behaviour. Data from their 
psychophysical tests, from personality and attitude tests, and from the exploration interview 
were statistically compared with qualitative and quantitative variables from the traffic 
behaviour observation. 

For the paper here only the data from the traffic behaviour observation are used.  

The method of the “Wiener Fahrprobe”  

With the help of the "Wiener Fahrprobe“ you get a structured impression of the driving 
behaviour of subjects/test person. Two observers inside the observe the behaviour of a test 
person along a standardised route which is between 25 and 50 km long. The route includes 
driving in densely inhabited areas, to a lesser degree rural roads and (if possible) 
motorways. The test route is divided into different sections in order to make the registration 
of the behaviour for the observers easier. Sections in this respect are for example routes 
between intersections, intersections themselves, motorway entrances, and motorway exits 
etc..  

Several behaviour variables are registered by the two observers in a standardised and a non-
standardised way: 

The standardised variables are taken up by one observer, named coding-observer, He/she 
register the behaviour of the test person with the help of a standardised observation sheet. 
The variables of the standardised observation are descriptive and contain positive and 
erroneous types of behaviour. The behaviour which the standardised observer register can 
be specified and expected in advance. For example speed behaviour: on each section of any 
route it will be possible to say whether an observed subject drove with a speed below or 
above the speed limit. Other standardised variables are the accuracy of lane, the use of the 
indicator, use, the distance to the car front, how driving in curves is carried out, and 
behaviour in priority situations etc.. Every time such a behaviour is set by the test person the 
standardised observer will mark it on the sheet.  

The non-standardised variables like errors, explicit interaction with other road users and 
traffic conflicts are registered by the other observer, which is named so-called free observer. 
This observer has the task to write down and describe the event. 

Errors are events such as neglecting a stop sign, that represent a severe offence of the law 
and/or cause danger. An other example for an error is that the driver almost knocks over a 
pedestrian who crosses the road off the pedestrian crossing (the occurrence of such an 
event at precisely this place cannot be predicted). (Turetschek & risser, 2004)  

Interaction processes are not well predictable, neither under which conditions and in which 
form they will appear nor with respect to where they will appear, or whether they will appear 
at all. But it is quite important to describe such interaction process, in order to get an good 
overview of the driving behaviour of the test person. Isolated individual behaviour, steered 
by physical stimuli and by internal variables (thoughts, motives, opinions, attitudes) is 
definitely not the only, and far from being the most important, behaviour area from a 
psychological perspective.  

Traffic conflicts are registers based on the traffic conflict technique. A traffic conflict is an 
event where there is a collision course with a time to collision shorter than ~1 sec., and 
where an accident is avoided thanks to the evasive action of at least one of the involved 
road users. (The Swedish traffic conflict technique, 1991) 
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The total set of variables is meant to be a reflection of the observed subjects´ driving 
behaviour, or driving style (Lajunen et al. 1998). Changes in driving behaviour that are 
expected from any measures, or brought about by any other changes of the preconditions 
for driving, should be reflected by changes in these variables. (Risser, 1985) 

The actual registration of the driving behaviour starts after about 15 minutes of the trip. 
According to the literature (Höfner 1967) the presence of the observers is “forgotten" after 
some 10 to 20 minutes. The hypothesis is that it is not possible to hide types of behaviour 
that have been internalised (i.e. habits, automatised behaviour) for a long period. Driving a 
car certainly to a high degree involves many such types of behaviour.  

The time when observation are done should be chosen between peak hours. When there are 
traffic jams it is hard to get an good overview of the driving behaviour. Observations with 
the help of the "Wiener Fahrprobe" are usually done on weekdays between the peak hours, 
at 0900, 1030, 1330 and 1500. 

The route which was choose for the observation rides in Vienna is 18 km long. Depending on 
the traffic volume the rides took between 35 and 50 minutes. The rout consist of driving in 
residential areas and on motorways. Different speed limits (30, 50, 60, 80 and 100 km/k) 
and different priority situations had to be recognised by the test persons.  

Sample description 

With 103 test persons driving observation were carried out. Only seven women (6,8%)could 
be recruited. The reason for this was that more men have to make a traffic psychological 
assessment and more men want to have a bus driving licence. About half of the test persons 
who participated in the driving behaviour observation were between 31 and 50 years old. 
One third was 30 years or younger and about a fifth were older the 50 years old.  

Table 1: Age and gender of the test persons  

Age of the test persons Frequency Percent   Gender Frequency Percent  

30 years or younger  33 33,3  Male 99 91 

Between 31 and 50 years 54 49,5  Female 10 9 

51 years or older  22 20,2     

Total  109 100  Total 109 100 

 

80 percent of the test persons had to make a traffic psychological assessment because of an 
alcohol or drug delict. The remaining 20 percent did the traffic psychological assessment in 
order to get a driving licence for busses  

Table 2: Reason for the traffic psychological assessment 

Reason for the traffic psychological assessment Frequency Percent  

Alcohol or drug delict 82 75,2 

Driving licence for busses 21 19,3 

Others 6 5,5 

Total 103 100 
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Three different intersections 

The three intersections which were selected for this analyses  

Section 11:  

The test person is driving over a bridge. After the end of the bridge the instruction is given 
that from now on the test person should follow the direction signs "Graz" (motorway) . The 
test person had to choose the correct lane for turning right and following a long 180 degree 
right curve. At the end of the curve the next direction sign gives the instruction to turn left 
but with a "give priority" traffic sign. 

Characteristic of the section:  

50 km/h, correct choice of lane and orientation according to over-head direction signs, 
correct behaviour in the situation where priority has to be given, orientation and correct left 
turning according to the direction signs 

Wished behaviour: 

Choice of the correct speed according to the situation. The test person should early 
recognise the direction sign react on it with a correct choice of lane. When driving through 
the curve the test person should adjust the speed according to the situation, because he/she 
does not know what is the situation at the end of the curve. After driving through the curve 
the test person should early recognise the second direction sign which gives the instruction 
to turn left and the priority situation were he/she has to give priority according to a "give 
priority" traffic sign. The test person should adjust his/her speed before the intersection in 
order to get an overview on the situation. Finally the test person should drive on when no 
other car is coming. 

Picture 1: Overview of the intersection with "give priority" traffic sign 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red line: way of the test person; blue line: way of other cars approaching the intersection 
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Section 23: 

The test persons is coming from the main street (50 km/h) and gets the instruction to turn 
left into a one-way street with a 30 km/h limit. After 100 m the test person is coming to a T-
intersection were he/she has to go straight. The test person had to give priority because of 
right hand priority rule.  

Characteristic of the section:  

One-way street 30 km/h Zone, correct behaviour according to the right hand priority rule 

Wished behaviour: 

The test person has to recognise the speed limit and adjust the speed according to it. When 
coming to the T-intersection the test person has to recognise the priority situation and 
therefore should brake before the intersection to get a good overview about the situation. 
Finally the test person should drive on when no other car is coming. 

Picture 2: Overview of the intersection with "right hand" priority 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red line: way of the test person; blue line: way of other cars approaching the intersection 

Section 24: 

The test person is driving in a 30 km/h zone and comes to an intersection regulated by a 
stop-sign and a zebra-crossing. Before coming to the intersection the test person gets the 
instruction to turn right at the intersection.  

Characteristic of the section:  

One-way street, 30 km/h Zone, correct behaviour according to stop-sign, correct behaviour 
at the zebra-crossing 

Wished behaviour: 

The test person should adjust the speed according to the speed limit. When coming to the 
intersection the test person should recognising the stop-sign and the zebra-crossing. The 
test person should brake before the zebra-crossing in order to get an overview if pedestrians 
are coming. If pedestrians are coming the test person should stop the car in order to let the 
pedestrians pass. If no pedestrians are coming the test person should stop the car before 
the intersection with a good view on the left street. Drive on when no other car was coming. 
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Picture 3: Overview of the intersection with "Stop" sign 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Red line: way of the test person; blue line: way of other cars approaching the intersection 

Results 

Results from the standardised behaviour observation 

The descriptive results showed that the test persons had quite a lot problems at these three 
intersections. The most common problem was the interpretation of the priority situation. The 
problems occurred when on the one hand the test persons needed too long time for the 
interpretation of the situation (who has priority at the intersection) and on the other hand 
when the situation was misinterpreted or the traffic signs where just overseen. 

The following tables show of wrong behaviour made by the test persons at the three 
intersections. The first table gives the information about unclear or hesitant behaviour at the 
intersection whether the second table gives the number of test person who neglected the 
fact that they had to give priority and just drove on.  

Table 3: Unclear and hesitant behaviour at the intersections 

Section number Frequency 
Total number of test 

persons 
Percentage 

11 8 109 7,3 

23 9 109 8,3 

24 6 109 5,5 
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Table 4: Neglecting the priority situation at the intersections 

Section number Frequency 
Total number of test 

persons 
Percentage 

11 8 109 7,3 

23 38 109 34,9 

24 1 109 0,9 

 

Table 5: Wrong behaviour at the intersections (Unclear and hesitant behaviour & Neglecting 
the priority situation at the intersections 

Section number Frequency 
Total number of test 

persons 
Percentage 

11 16 109 15,0 

23 47 109 43,0 

24 7 109 6,0 

3 

Table # shows that for at least 5% of the test person the priority situation at the three 
intersections was unclear and that they did not know how to behave in a correct way.  

The problems at the intersection becomes more obvious when looking at the numbers of 
table 4. 7,3% of the test persons neglected the "give priority" sign at the intersection at the 
section 11. More than a third of all test persons drove on without braking or looking right at 
the intersection of section 23. But only one test person neglected the stop sign at the section 
24.  

In total 15% of the test persons had problems with the priority situation at section 11. 43% 
of the test person set either a unclear behaviour or neglected the right hand rule at section 
23. And finally 6% of the test persons had problems with the intersection at section 24.  

Furthermore the behaviour toward pedestrians at the zebra-crossing at section 24 was 
registered and summarised. The result was that six test persons (5,5%) did not respect the 
priority of pedestrians at the zebra-crossing. They let the pedestrians either very late or not 
at all cross the street.  

Another variable was registered during the whole test drives: Choice of speed too fast 
according to the situations. This behaviour was registered if the test person was driving too 
fast according to the given limit or when the traffic situation (car, infrastructure) did not 
allowed the chosen speed. Whereas in section 23 and 24 the test persons did chose the 
correct speed 8,3% or nine test person drove too fast according to the situation in section 
11. All of them drove too fast in the 180 degree curve where they did not know how the 
situation will be after the curve and respectively did not know were they have to go.  

Results from the free behaviour observation 

The advantage of the free observation is that the inappropriate is described much more in 
detail than in the standardised observation. Therefore a much more differentiated look on 
the errors could be done.  

The results from the standardised behaviour observation could generally be confirmed. Only 
35 test person (32%) drive though the three intersections without any problems and respect 
the existing priority situation and all other road users. For all other test persons the free 
observer registered an inappropriate behaviour at least at one of the intersections.  
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Section 11 

39 test persons (36%) set an inappropriate behaviour at the intersection of section 11 so 
that the free observer write it down and described it. From those 39 test persons 29 drivers 
made errors before coming to the intersection. They chose a speed which was to high for 
the situation (180 degree curve), they needed too long time to find and interpret the 
direction sign or chose the wrong lane to continue the trip. Eight test persons totally 
neglected the priority situation and did not change their speed or even looked if another car 
was coming. And finally two test persons communicated with the other car driver coming 
from the prioritised street in such a way that the other car driver gave up his right to drive 
on.  

Section 23 

38 test persons (35%) had problems at this intersection. Either they recognised the priority 
situation too late (10 persons) or did not recognise it at all (28 persons). 

Section 24 

13 test persons (12%) set an inappropriate behaviour at the intersection in section 24. Eight 
test persons forced pedestrian to stop at the zebra crossings and five others neglected the 
stop sign and turned right without bringing the car to a full stop. 

Discussion and possible solutions 

During the test rides it became obvious that the test persons had problems to behave in a 
wished manner at the three selected intersections. The results from standardised and free 
observation of the driving behaviour not only confirmed this impression but give a more 
detailed look which problems occurred.  

For the intersection at section 11 the biggest problem of the test persons was the according 
to the situation the too high speed and to get an quick overview of the situation at the 
intersection. Many of the test persons assumed that after the 180 degree curve they have to 
drive straight. So they were quiet surprised and, due to the too high speed chosen, did not 
recognised it early enough that a lane change had to be proceeded. Concentrating on the 
direction signs and the needed lane change eight test persons did d not realise that they 
have to give priority at the intersection (causing one near accident).  

The solution for this intersection would be a adaptation of the infrastructure. A lower speed 
limit would help the drivers to have more time to realise the situation after the curve. Also 
another direction sign at the curve would make the drivers early aware which lane has to be 
chosen and again would give them more time to recognise the priority situation at the 
intersection. And finally an early information of the priority situation with the help of a traffic 
sign at the curve would help the drivers to interpret the situation.  

The intersection at section 23 was the most problematic intersection of the whole test ride. 
43% set an inappropriate behaviour at this intersection, mostly neglecting the priority 
situation at all. As the driven speed of the test person in this intersection was not too high 
due to the 30 km/h zone, the test persons would have enough time to realise the priority 
situation. But the fact that they had to drive straight through the intersection gave them the 
impression that they had priority. This fact could also be named psychological priority. 

The solution in order to make this intersection more safer would be to regulate this 
intersection with a traffic sign "give priority" or a stop sign.  

And finally the intersection at section 24 which is regulated with a stop sign did not effect 
the safety negatively but showed that the test persons set inappropriate behaviour against 
pedestrians. So it became obvious that the stop sign was recognised and respected by nearly 
all test persons. The bigger problem was that in some cases the test persons did not 
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recognised the zebra crossing. So some of those forced pedestrians to stop or stopped their 
car on the zebra crossing. So the problem at this intersection was more a comfort problem 
for other road users than a safety problem.  
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